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During the maintenance work, observe the rules given in Chapter S, Subsections S.1.4 and S.1.5 and

take extra care.

(1) To make the most of the capabilities built in every Toyota weaving machine and keep the quality of the woven

products high, the following maintenance work should be performed properly according to the machine models,

device types, and textile styles:

1．Daily maintenance

2．Maintenance every beam change

3．Maintenance & replacement every 60 million picks (every 1 to 3 months)

4．Trimonthly maintenance

5．Semiyearly maintenance

6．Special semiyearly maintenance

7．Yearly maintenance

8．Maintenance every 2 to 3 years

(2) In addition to the above periodical maintenance work for the weaving machine, maintenance for the peripherals

including the gauges, tools, measuring devices, air-conditioning facilities, compressors, and duct collectors should

also be performed.

(3) It is recommended that the maintenance records be retained on the maintenance/replacement notebooks for future

convenient management.
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M.1.1 Daily Maintenance

No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

1
Right and left edges

of textile

・Take a look at the cutting length and

the cut ends of fringe selvages 1 to

check the cutters for sharpness.

・Adjust the cutter timing and mounting

position.

・Check the selvages for firmness 2. ・Check for leftover warp ends and mis-

drawing: make the necessary corrections.

2

Drawing at the right

and left edges of

textile

・Check the warp separating state. ・Correct misdrawing to the heald wires.

・Check the right and left edges of the

textile for firmness.

・Correct misdrawing to the dents.

・Check for entangled wefts and

looped mispicks.

・Check for leftover warp ends.

3 Textile surface

・Check the wefts for looseness (1 in

the left fig).

・Correct the height of the heald frames, air-

jet pressure, out-ofplace pipes, and the

data on the function panel.

・Check that there is no misdrawing (2

in the left fig).

・Correct misdrawing.

・Check that there are no damages

caused by the temples.

・Repair or replace the temple rings if their

rotation is faulty or the temple needles are

bent or broken.

・Check that there are no sub-nozzle

marks (3 in the left fig).

・Adjust the sub-nozzle mounting position.

4
Left-end fringe

selvage

・Check the fringe selvage for align-

ment.

・Adjust the cutter timing and mounting

position.

・Check the cut yarns for proper back

tension.

・Adjust the tandem-nozzle mounting posi-

tion.

・Check the cutter blades for wear, then

replace the worn ones.

・Correct the air pressure of the main- and

sub-nozzles if insufficient.

5 Weft feelers

・Check that there are no stains on the

light-emitting and -receiving ele-

ments (1 in the left fig).

・Clean those elements with a soft cloth.

(Never use organic solvents except for

alcohol.)

・Check that there are no foreign

materials entangled.

・Remove fly, size dust, and other foreign

materials accumulating between the ele-

ments and the reed.

6 Warp sheet

・Check for crossed warp yarns. ・Correct the crossed warps and go back to

the previous process each time any of

them are found.

・Check that the leftover warp ends are

correctly arranged.

・Do not draw the leftover warp ends into

the selvage, but take them up with waste

selvage.

・Check for looseness. ・Remove the cause of slack warps (e.g. by

supporting the dropper).

・Check for warps stuck together. ・Go back to the previous process.

M.1.1 Daily Maintenance
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No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

7 －

Weaving machines

having problems

such as weft break

or warp break

・Check for weft miss. ・Analyze the trouble factors and adjust the

machines with problems. (Refer to

Chapter T, Section T.2.)

・Check for warp miss.

8 Gauges and tools

・Check the quantity of the gauges and

tools.

・If the quantity is lacking, supply new ones.

・Check for damage. ・Replace them if damaged.

9 Measuring devices

・Check the quantity of the measuring

devices.

・If the quantity is lacking, supply new ones.

・Check that every measuring device

operates correctly.

・Repair or replace them if damaged.

・Check that every measuring device is

loaded with charged batteries.

・Load charged batteries.

10

Leaf spring tenser ・Check for fly or size dust accumula-

tion.

・Remove fly and size dust either by hand or

by blowing air to the leaf spring tenser and

the main nozzle.

・Check that a weft is correctly

threaded through the leaf spring

tenser and the tenser is adjusted to

the optimum tension.

・Thread a weft correctly.

Around the main

nozzle

・Check the inclination and mounting

state of the tenser unit.

・Adjust the tenser while checking the

posture of the weft wound on the drum.

・Check for fly or size dust accumula-

tion.

・Correctly position the tenser unit relative

to the cheese position.

M.1.1 Daily Maintenance
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M.1.2 Maintenance Every Beam Change

No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

1
Shedding guide rollers and

wire rope

・Check for fly or size dust

accumulation (1 in the left

figure).

・Remove fly and size dust from the

grooves of the guide rollers either by

hand or by blowing air into them.

・Check that the ropes are not

scratched or damaged.

・If scratched or damaged, replace the

ropes. (Refer to Chapter 4, Section 4.1.)

2 Driving belt and pulley

・Check for fly, size dust or oil

accumulation (1 in the left

figure).

・Remove fly, size dust or oil from the

driving belt and the grooves of the

pulley.

3

Shedding timing belt,

take-up timingbelt, and

timing pulley

・Check for fly, size dust or oil

accumulation (1 in the left

figure).

・Remove fly, size dust or oil from the

timing belt and the grooves of the pulley.

4 Leno bobbin and its holder

・Check for fly or size dust

accumulation (1 in the left

figure).

・Remove fly and size dust from the leno

bobbin (teeth) and its holder.

5 Dropper and contact bar

・Check for fly or size dust

accumulation (1 in the left

figure).

・Remove fly and size dust from the

dropper and contact bar.

6 Temple

・Check the rotation of ring 2. ・If the rotation is not smooth, disassemble

the temple to clean and lubricate it.

・Check for yarn dust or stains. ・Remove yarn dust or stains.

7 Reed and slay

・Check for fly or size dust

accumulation (1 in the left

figure).

・Remove fly and size dust from the reed

and slay.

M.1.2 Maintenance Every Beam Change
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No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

8 EDP (Electric drum)

・Check the EDP 1 for fly or size

dust accumulation.

・Remove fly and size dust from the

electromagnetic pin, measuring bands

and their surroundings.

・Clean the reflector of the wind sensor.

9 Spring stand

・Check for fly or size dust

accumulation (1 in the left

figure).

・Remove fly and size dust from the inside

of the spring stand cover.

10 Press roller’s arm

・Check the plain metal 1 for lack

of oil.

・Apply grease. (Refer to Sections M.3.1

and M.3.2.)

11
Easing lever

Easing rod

・Check the plain metal 1 for lack

of oil.

・Check the easing rod 2 for lack

of oil.

・Apply grease. (Refer to Sections M.3.1

and M.3.2.)

12 Yarn beam holder

・Check that there are no stains on

the surface of the bearing

housing.

・Remove fly, oily dust, and size dust from

the corner of the bearing housing, then

apply grease to it.

M.1.2 Maintenance Every Beam Change
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No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

13 Air filter

・Check the draining (1 in the left

figure).

・If water or oil collects in the air

filter in a short period, check the

compressor.

・Drain the air filter.

14 Overall weaving machine

・Check every section of the

weaving machine for fly, yarn

dust, and size dust accumula-

tion. (If entangled with yarn

dust, the shafts in the gear box

will break the oil seals, resulting

in oil leakage.)

・Remove those foreign materials by

blowing air and by hand.

・Check every metal section for

lack of oil.

・Lubricate every metal section.

15

・Right- and left-hand

gearing boxes

・Shedding tappet box

・Let-off drive box

・Right- and left-hand

tuck-in housings

・Electroniccontrol take-

up drive worm box

・Electrical fullleno selv-

age drive box

・Check the oil level. ・Supply the specified types of oil. (Refer

to Sections M.3.1 and M.3.2.)

16
Right- and left-hand cut-

ters

・Check the cutters for lack of oil. ・Lubricate the cutters.

LH rotary solenoid cutter: Once a day

17 Main motor fan

・Check the main motor fan for

fly, yarn dust, and size dust

accumulation.

・Remove those foreign materials by

blowing air and by hand.

M.1.2 Maintenance Every Beam Change
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No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

18 Brakes

・Check the main brake for fly,

yarn dust, and size dust accumu-

lation.

・Remove those foreign materials by

blowing air and by hand.

19 Middle metal section

・Check every metal section for

fly or size dust accumulation.

・Remove those foreign materials by

blowing air and by hand.

・Check whether grease collects

on the grease pan.

・Check plain metal section for

lack of oil.

・Apply grease.

20
Electroniccontrol take-up

drive gear box

・Check the gear box for lack of

grease. (Can grease be seen

through the hole?)

・Apply grease.

・Has grease collected on the

floor?

・Remove grease.

・Is the oil level proper? ・If the oil level is less than the specified

level, apply specified lubricant. (Refer to

Sections M.3.1 and M.3.2.)

M.1.2 Maintenance Every Beam Change

M.1-7



M.1.3 Maintenance & replacement every 60million

picks (every 1 to 3 months)

No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

1

・Right- and left-hand gearing

boxes

・Shedding tappet box

・Let-off drive box

・Right- and left-hand tuck-in

housings

・Electroniccontrol takeup drive

worm box

・Electrical fullleno selvage drive

box

－

・Make your first oil replacement after 60

million picks (approx. 1 to 3 months) from

the operation start. After that, replace the oil

yearly. (Refer to Section M.3.3, [ 3 ].)

M.1.3 Maintenance & replacement every 60 million picks (every 1 to 3 months)
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M.1.4 Trimonthly Maintenance

No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

1

Warning indicators (lo-

cated on the EDP control

box, the main control

box, the optional electric

take-up control box, and

transformer cover)

・Check that there are no stains on

those indicators.

・Clean the stained sections.

・Check them for peeling. ・Replace the peeled ones with new ones.

2
Control box

Inverter box

・Check for fly accumulation. ・Remove fly from the inside of the

control box. (When removing fly or

fleece accumulated on the control boards

or between those boards, use your hand,

feathers, or vacuum cleaner. If you

necessarily blow air for fly removal,

always turn the main power off and

check that the air does not contain water.

Then blow air as softly as possible.)

・Ask the electrical technician to repair it.

3 Temple

・Check the temple needles 1 for

wear, bending, and breakage.

・Replace the temple ring.

・Check the rotation of the ring 2. ・To allow the temple ring to rotate

smoothly, disassemble, clean, and lubri-

cate the temple.

・Check for yarn dust and stains. ・Remove yarn dust and stains.

4

Shedding rope (Negative

and dobby shedding mo-

tions)

・Check the rope 1 for elongation.・Check and adjust the heald frame height

and heald frames with uneven right and

left sides. Or replace the rope.

・Check the surface nylon coating

for no break.

5 Shedding guide roller

・Check the bearing and flange of

the guide roller 1 for damage.

・Replace the roller if damaged.

M.1.4 Trimonthly Maintenance
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No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

6 Spring stands

・Check the springs 1 for damage.・Replace the springs if damaged.

・Check the hanger pins 2 for

damage.

・Replace the hanger.

7 Air filter

・Check the filter for clogging (2

in the left figure).

・Disassemble the air filter and clean or

replace it. (Refer to Section M.2.1, [ 3.

1 ].)

8 Sub-nozzle air piping

・Check the sub-nozzle tubes for

break or holes.

・Replace the damaged tubes.

・Check for air leakage. ・Repair the pipes.

9 Cables

・Check the cables for damage or

breakage.

・Replace the cables if damaged or

broken.

・Check the clamps for looseness. ・Secure the clamps.

・Check that cables are not slack

in the work areas of movable

parts.

・Remove any slack and clamp the cables.

10 Reed

・Check the reed for fly or size

dust accumulation.

・Remove fly and size dust.

・Check that there are no

scratches on the dents.

・Gently grind the scratched sections with

fine sand paper.

11
Weft cutters for right and

left selvages

・Take a look at the cut ends of

wefts to check the blades for

sharpness.

・Grind the blades again or replace the dull

blades.

・Check the blade surfaces for

chip or flaw.

・Grind the blades again or replace

chipped blades.

・Check the blade engagement

degree and cutter timing.

・Adjust the engagement degree and

cutting timing.

M.1.4 Trimonthly Maintenance
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No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

12 Timing belts

・Check the driving V-belt 1 for

damage.

・Check the shed timing belt 2 for

damage.

・Check the take-up timing belt 3

for damage.

・Replace those belts if damaged. (Refer

to Chapter 1, Section 1.1.4.)

・Check for fly accumulation. ・Remove fly.

・Check for oil. ・Remove oil.

・Check for the belt tension. ・Adjust the belt tension.

13
Half-leno selvage device

(Klöcker)

・Check the link motion guide 1

and magnetic slide 2 for smooth

movement.

・Check for fly accumulation

inside the half-leno selvage

device.

・Refer to Section M.2.1, [ 3.2 ] for

details.

14

Optical safety sensor

(Safety device)

・Check that light-emitting diode

(LED) 2 lights.

・If the LED is ON, obstruct the sensor

light path by and check that the machine

stops.

Never use your hand or a part of your

body to obstruct the light path.

Doing so may cause your hand or

body to come into contact with

movable machine sections, resulting

in bodily injury. Be sure to set any

shield material to the emitter side.

If the LED is OFF, adjust the sensor

mounting position or replace the sensor.

Waste-selvage yarn take-

up sensor

・Lift up lever 4 and check lamp 3

and the function panel.

・If OFF, adjust the sensor mounting

position or replace the sensor.

M.1.4 Trimonthly Maintenance
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No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

15 Weft inserting motion

・Check that the jet start and end

timings of the tandem-, main-,

and sub-nozzles are correct.

・Correct the related set data on the

function panel.

・Check that the air pressures of

the tandem-, main-, and sub-

nozzles are correct.

・Adjust those timings.

・Check the EDP timing. ・Correct the related set data on the

function panel.

・Check the cutting timing of the

LH cutter.

・Adjust the timing.

16 Shedding device

・Check that the heald frame

height, height of lower warp

yarns, notch position, and shed

close timing are in accordance

with the specifications.

・Adjust the heights and timing. (Refer to

the Weaving Condition Tables.)

・Check that the lower ropes do

not vibrate abnormally when the

machine is in operation.

・Adjust the number of the shedding

springs.

・Check that the bolts securing the

sheddingrelated components (e.

g., heald frames and shedding

ropes) are tightened firmly.

・If loose, tighten them.

17

Back rollerrelated com-

ponents in the let-off

motion

・Check that the easing amount,

easing timing, total warp ten-

sion, heigh & frontto- rear

position of the back rod bracket,

and height & front-to-rear posi-

tion of the warp detector are in

accordance with the specifica-

tions.

・Adjust them. (Refer to the Weaving

Condition Tables.)

・Check that the easing rod ends

swing smoothly.

・Repair the mounting states or replace

those parts.

18

Tappet box in the shedding

motion (pumpequipped type

and non-pump type)

・Pump-equipped type Check the

oil strainer for fly accumulation.

・Take off the mesh from the oil strainer

and remove fly from the mesh.

・Non-pump type Check the oil

filter for fly accumulation.

・Take off the oil filter, then remove fly by

washing the filter in kerosene.

19
Ventilator in the blower

motor unit

・Check that the filter is not

clogged with yarn waste or dust.

・Remove the dust hose and clean the filter

by blowing air onto it.

M.1.4 Trimonthly Maintenance
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No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

20
Weft cutter for center

selvage

・Check that the cutter works

smoothly.

・Remove cover 1 and apply grease to slot

2 provided in the lever.

21
Indirect take-up roller

chain and tension plate

・Check that the belt deflection is

approx. 5 mm at point "A" of

the roller chain.

・If the deflection is not approx. 5 mm,

adjust the tension plate.

・Check tension plate "B" for

wear.

・If any wear is noted, replace the tension

plate.

22
For glass fiber weaving

machines: Main nozzles

・Check the inside of the thread

guides for binder accumulation.

・Remove the thread guides from the main

nozzles, then put them into a dedicated

box that is so partitioned that those

thread guides will not come into contact

with each other. Wash them with an

ultrasonic washing machine and blow air

into them to remove foreign materials

and moisture. Set them back into the

main nozzles.

CAUTION:

・Never use a bamboo spit, nylon rod, or

wire to clean the inside of the thread

guides. Using any of them will scratch

their inside or break their ends.

・Carefully handle the thread guides. If

they come into contact with other

machine parts, their ends will break or

deform, making the situation worse than

it was before cleaning.

・Binder accumulation will differ depend-

ing upon the properties of yarn used, so it

is necessary to change the cleaning

interval according to the accumulation

state.

M.1.4 Trimonthly Maintenance
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M.1.5 Semiyearly Maintenance

No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

1
Leno bobbin holder

ASSY

・Check the bobbin rod for bend-

ing and deformation, and its

bushing for wear.

・Correct the bent bobbin rod and replace

the deformed or worn bushing.

・Check the bobbin holder, tenser

arm, and bobbin rod stopper for

deformation.

・Correct or replace the deformed one.

・Check the tension springs for

deformation and wear.

・Correct or replace the deformed or worn

ones.

・Check the leno bobbin bushing

for wear.

・Replace the worn one.

(Refer to Section M.2.1, [ 4.1 ].)

2
Control box

Inverter box

・Check the terminals for loose-

ness.

・Connect the terminals firmly.

・Check the cables for break or

damage.

・Repair or replace the cables.

3
Centralized lubrication

system

・Check the pipes and nipples for

damage.

・Replace those parts if damaged.

・Check that the motor is working

by listening to the sound of

operation.

・If no sound is heard, repair or replace the

electrical control components, lead

wires, and motor.

・Check that grease comes to the

ends of the pipes fully.

・Repair the piping.

M.1.5 Semiyearly Maintenance
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No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

4 Main motor

・Check for abnormal noise. ・If any abnormal noise is heard, replace

the bearing. (Refer to Section M.2.1, [ 1.

1 ], (2).) Always use heat-resistant

grease-prelubricated bearings authorized

by Toyota.

・Check that the crank stop angle

is correct and that the motor

shaft rotates smoothly.

・If any problem is found, adjust the

clearance of the brake.

・Clean the motor casing. ・Remove the fan cover and then wipe off

fly, fleece, and oil accumulating on the

motor casing.

・Check the motor cable. ・Wipe off fly, fleece, and oil accumulat-

ing on the cable sheath. Check that the

cable sheath is not scratched or damaged.

If any shallow crack is found on the

cable sheath, fix it with insulation tape or

insulation shield tube. If any deep crack

damaging even lead wires is found,

replace the cable as soon as possible.

Route the motor cable so that it will not

bend in a sharp curve. Keep the radius of

the bend curve 6 times or more the

outside diameter of the cable.

・Check the insulation resistance

with a 500 VDC Megger.

CAUTION:

NEVER connect a 500 VDC

Megger to terminal 10 or 12.

Doing so may damage the

control circuitry.

・The insulation resistance between the

frame ground and each of the cable

terminals (U, V, W, X, Y, and Z) should

be 1 MΩ or more. If the measured value

is less than that, clean the motor coils or

treat them with insulation varnish.

5
Electromagnetic LH cut-

ter and cylinder silencer

・Check that the cutter blade

moves smoothly.

・Check that there are not many

cutting failures.

・Disassemble silencer 1 as shown in

Figure A, remove dust from the air path

and clean filter 2 by blowing air.

M.1.5 Semiyearly Maintenance
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M.1.6 Special Semiyearly Maintenance

No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

1
Air piping, joints, and air

actuator

・Check the weaving machines

one by one for air leakage when

the weaving room is quiet (e.g.

non-working days).

・Repair them if any air leakage is found.

2 Overall weaving machine

・Run the weaving machines one

by one to check for abnormal

noise when the weaving room is

quiet (e.g. non-working days).

・Correct the machines if any abnormal

noise is noted. (If the noise is due to a

broken bearing in the gear box, for

example, it is recommended that you

replace not only the bearing but also

check all of the related parts and change

oil.)

M.1.6 Special Semiyearly Maintenance
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M.1.7 Yearly Maintenance

No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

1

・Right-and left- hand gearing boxes

・Shedding tappet box

・Let-off drive box

・Right- and left-hand tuck-in housings

・Electronic-control take-up drive worm box

・Electrical full-leno selvage drive box

－

・Replace oil yearly.

(Refer to Sections M.3.1 and M.3.2.)

2 Brake

・Check the machine stop position

yearly and if the machine stops

beyond the specified position.

・If the gap "a" is out of the specification,

disassemble the motor and adjust the

gap. (Refer to Section M.2.1, [ 1.2 ].)

3
Main motor brake (op-

tion)

・Check the machine stop position

yearly and if the machine stops

beyond the specified position.

・If the gap "a" is out of the specification,

disassemble the motor and adjust the

gap. (Refer to Section M.2.1, [ 1.2 ].)

4 Easing rod ends

・Check the easing rod end 1 for

radial looseness or wear yearly.

・If the looseness is 0.5 mm or more,

replace the easing rod ends.

5
・Easing lever pin

・Bushing

・Check the easing lever pin and

bushing 2 for radial looseness or

wear yearly.

・If the looseness is 0.5 mm or more,

replace the easing lever pin and bushing.

6

・Sub exhaust valve

・Sub valve (sub

twice-jet specifi-

cation)

・Check the abrasion of

guide rings, urethane

seats and poppets is

within the allowable lev-

el.

・If the abrasion exceeds the

allowable level, replace these

parts.

(Refer to Section M2-21 to 30.)

7 Contact bar holder

・Check whether rust was

generated.

・Remove rust by file.

M.1.7 Yearly Maintenance
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No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

8 Contact bar

・Check whether rust was

generated.

・Remove rust by file.

9 Contact bar holder

・Check whether the part is

worn.

(Check the metal part

base not fall down from

the resin top surface.)

・Replace with a new parts.

10 Contact bar

・Check there is no bend

and flex.

(Check whether there is

any gap between the

metal parts of holder.)

・Replace with a new parts.

M.1.7 Yearly Maintenance
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M.1.8 Maintenance Every 2 to 3 Years

No. Figures Inspection point Check: What to do:

1 Main motor

・Check for abnormal motor

noise.

・If any abnormal noise is noted, replace

the motor bearings.

(Refer to Section M.2.1.)

M.1.8 Maintenance Every 2 to 3 Years
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M.1.9 Tightening Torque Lists for Bolts and Nuts

Bolts and nuts used in the weaving machine should be tightened basically to the standard torque values as listed in [ 1 ]

below. Some bolts and nuts listed in [ 2 ] should be tightened to those torque values specially designated in the

machine design.

[1] Standard torque values

(1) Hex bolts (7T) standard torque values

Nominal size M4 M5 M6 M8 M10 M12 M14 M16

kg•cm 28 to 32 55 to 80 80 to 120 200 to 300 400 to 500 700 to 800
1000 to

1200

1500 to

2200

N•m 2.7 to 3.1 5.4 to 7.8 7.8 to 11.8 19.6 to 29.4 39.2 to 49 68.6 to 78.4 98 to 117.6 147 to 215.6

NOTE: The conversion formula from kg•cm to N•m is:: kg•cm x 0.098

(Hereinafter, the N•m notation will be omitted.)

(2) Hex socket-head bolts standard torque

values

Nominal size M4 M5 M6 M8 M10 M12 M14 M16

kg•cm 41 to 51 82 to 102 143 to 173 347 to 429 684 to 838
1194 to

1469

1908 to

2336

2969 to

3633

N•m 4 to 5 8 to 10 14 to 17 34 to 42 67 to 82 117 to 144 187 to 229 291 to 356

NOTE: The conversion formula from kg•cm to N•m is: kg•cm x 0.098

(Hereinafter, the N•m notation will be omitted.)

M.1.9 Tightening Torque Lists for Bolts and Nuts
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[2] Special torque values

TOYOTA provides tools to be used for routine maintenance. Other tools marked with an asterisk in the table below

should be set up by the customer when they become necessary (e.g. at the time of overhauling or large-scale

disassembly/reassembly).

No. Location Bolts or nuts
Tightening torque

N•m (kg•cm)
Remarks Tools

1 Reed blocks Hex socket-head bolts, M6
5.9 to 6.9

(60 to 70)
Refer to Chap. 6, Section 6.1.2, [ 2 ].

2 Cam lever connector Hex socket-head bolts, M6
9.8 to 11.8

(100 to 120)
Refer to Chap. 4, Section 4.1.3, [ 2 ].

3 Cam lever connector Hex socket-head bolts, M8
17.6 to 21.6

(180 to 220)
To be secured with wire ropes. ＊

4 Main motor pulley Hex nuts, M16
98 to 117.6

(1000 to 1200)
＊

5 Driving pulley Hex bolts, M16
166.6 to 176.4

(1700 to 1800)
＊

6 Connecting rod Hex socket-head bolts, M12
131 to 141

(1336 to 1438)
In the RH and LH gear boxes ＊

7 Beating lever Hex socket-head bolts, M8
26.5 to 29.4

(270 to 300)
In the RH and LH gear boxes ＊

8 Beating lever Hex bolts, M14
176.4 to 196

(1800 to 2000)
In the RH and LH gear boxes ＊

9 2nd shaft gear Hex bolts, M12
73.5 to 78.4

(750 to 800)
In the RH and LH gear boxes (at the split section) ＊

10 Coupling Hex socket-head bolts, M10
58.8 to 63.7

(600 to 650)
From crank shaft to connecting shaft ＊

11 Tappet cam box Hex bolts, M14
112.7 to 117.6

(1150 to 1200)
Clamp bolts ＊

12 Rocking shaft coupling Hex socket-head bolts, M12
137.2 to 147

(1400 to 1500)
Joints of flanges ＊

13 Swords Hex bolts, M12
78.4

(800)
Securing the swords to the rocking shaft. ＊

14 Sley Hex socket-head bolts (special), M10
45.1 to 51.0

(460 to 520)
Securing the sley to the swords. ＊

15 Main nozzle bracket Hex socket-head bolts, M8
19.6 to 24.5

(200 to 250)
Securing the bracket to the sley. ＊

16 Measuring bands Hex socket-head bolts, M5
2.0 to 2.9

(20 to 30)
Tightening the plastic plates. ＊

17 Idle shaft Hex nuts, M8
25.5 to 27.4

(260 to 280)
Full-leno selvage device ＊

18 Planetary gear shaft Hex nuts, M8
25.5 to 27.4

(260 to 280)
Full-leno selvage device ＊

19 Reflecting weft feeler Hex nuts, M5
4.9 to 6.9

(50 to 70)
Weft feeler ＊

M.1.9 Tightening Torque Lists for Bolts and Nuts
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M.1.10 Key Points for Routine Operation and

Maintenance

This section lists key points to be observed by the weavers ( ), the fixers ( ) and the manager ( ) of the weaving

room during routine operation and maintenance.

Be sure to follow them carefully one by one in order to minimize machine problems and produce high-quality fabrics

efficiently.

To be

observed

by

Checking points

1 ・Check selvages at both edges of fabrics. They should be always

firm and well matched. Particularly, be careful with left-hand

selvages which will have a great influence on occurrence of weft

misses.

・Take a look at the cutting length and the cut ends of fringe

selvages 1 to check the cutters for sharpness. These conditions will

also have a great influence on occurrence of weft misses.

2 ・Find machines having problems every day, analyze the error

causes and take necessary actions within that day.

3 ・When setting leno bobbin 1, make sure that bobbin rod stopper 8

catches bobbin rod 9 firmly. Running the machine without fitting

stopper 8 into bobbin rod 9 will damage the full-leno selvage

device. Such a mistake is the most frequent cause of the damaged

full-leno selvage device.

・At the same time, check the bushings for wear.

4 ・Never thrust a warp threader into the ceramic eyes. They will be

broken. When threading weft yarns such as leno yarns and waste-

selvage yarns through the ceramic eyes, do it by hand.

M.1.10 Key Points for Routine Operation and Maintenance
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To be

observed

by

Checking points

5 ・To operate the touch-sheet switches on the function panel, touch

them gently with your fingers. Those switches cannot take rough

handling such as application of strong pressure even with your

fingers or by hand. Never use ball-point pens, scissors, or warp

threaders.

6 ・Clean the optical element lens surface of the reflection type weft

feeler with a dry, soft cloth or brush once a day. The lens surface is

more likely to become dirty depending on the environmental con-

ditions such as the humidity and sizing. Increase the cleaning

frequency in such a case.

・If the dirt is hard to be removed, wipe the optical lens surface with

a cloth wetted with alcohol (methanol). Since the plastic portion

on the rear side of the feeler (see the figure below) may be

damaged, do not use alcohol on the rear surface of the feeler.

・Do not use the following fluids as they may enter inside the feeler

to cause malfunctioning or dam- age:

・Water

・Neutral detergent

・Organic solvent (thinner, etc.)

・Clear fly, fleece and yarn dust accumulated between reed 3 and

weft feeler 2.

The above maintenance jobs prevent the weft feel- ers from

misdetection.

7 ・When using a warp threader for recovery from warp stops, draw a

warp in section A (not in section B) of the dents as shown at left.

・Take care not to damage or bend the dents.

M.1.10 Key Points for Routine Operation and Maintenance
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To be

observed

by

Checking points

8 ・When tying yarns together, refer to the tying

methods shown at right.

・If a warp sheet contains crossed warps, correct

them each time they are found.

If crossed warps extend over the entire warp sheet,

re-tie those warps.

9 ・Check that the mounting positions and angles of corn cheeses 3

and tenser units 2 are as specified.

They may be out of the specification due to cleaning or cheese

replacement.

1: Drum unit

The mounting positions and angles of cheeses relative to the

tensers are very important.

・Check the tenser units for no fly or fleece and check the setting of

the tensers.

M.1.10 Key Points for Routine Operation and Maintenance
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To be

observed

by

Checking points

10 ・After replacing any of the weft feelers or adjusting their positions,

be sure to check:

1．that feeler cable 1 is not slack at any place from the feeler to

rocking shaft 2.

2．that section “A” of feeler cable 1 coming out of rocking shaft 2

is slack and curved. (For details, refer to Chapter 7, Section 7.

2.4 and 7.2.5.)

11 ・Check that wire rope 1 does not vibrate abnormally when the

machine is in operation. If any abnormal vibration is found:

1．check springs 2 for break and

2．check that the number of springs used is correct (if wire rope 1

starts vibrating after the modification of the machine speed or

fabric style).

12 ・If wire ropes 1 are slack in the leveling operation or other

purposes, be sure to check:

1．that no wire ropes work out of the grooves of guide rollers 2

and

2．that the wire ropes are not crossed together.

13 ・Check height “A” of the heald frames periodically. After replacing

wire ropes, it is necessary to check height “A” since the new ropes

will lengthen at first. (When tightening bolts B after the

adjustment of heald frames, place the heald frames in the

uppermost position.)

M.1.10 Key Points for Routine Operation and Maintenance
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To be

observed

by

Checking points

14 ・When modifying the machine speed or shed angle, take into

consideration the wear & tear cost of parts and energy cost as well

as operating efficiency. The machine speed or shed angle should

differ also depending upon the fabric types, so contact TOYOTA

for details.

15 ・When modifying the fabric width, adjust the mounting positions of

temple bar brackets 1 and 2 as specified. (For details, refer to

Chapter 3, Sec- tion 3.4.1.)

16 ・If you cannot tighten bolt 2 on the yarn beam clamper easily, do

not force it. Instead, check whether the housing corner catches

foreign material 1.

17 ・Check by hand that rod ends R1 and R2 easily swivel in the

direction of rotation when the machine stops at the easing timing.

After adjusting the position of the back rod bracket, be sure to

check the movement of the rod ends. If the rod ends do not swivel

easily, abnormal wear will result.

・If the rod ends are hot immediately after the machine stops,

abnormal wear will result soon.

18 ・For front-to-rear positioning of the full-leno selvage device, set the

“A-to-B” distance between the shaft of drive gear 1 and that of

intermediate gear 2 correctly by using plate gauge 3 (J8213-

02010-00) and the specified nut gauge*.

This adjustment will make the backlash between those gears 0.3 to

0.4 mm.

* Nut gauge

J8213-03010-00 (For standard type)

J8213-03020-00 (For high-speed type)

M.1.10 Key Points for Routine Operation and Maintenance
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To be

observed

by

Checking points

19 ・Check pipes and tubes for air leakage. Particularly, check sub

nozzle pipes by jetting air through each of them manually.

20 ・Check that the following sensor plates work correctly for stop

motion:

・Straight sensor plate 11 (which stops the machine if bobbin rod

stopper 7 does not catch the bobbin rod)

・Round sensor plate 10 (which stops the machine if a leno yarn

is broken)

21 ・During the TAPO operation, do not pull out a weft entangled with

sensor 1 forcedly. The sensor will bend or break.

・Take care not to hitch the sensor when clearing fly or fleece from

the sensor and its surrounding section.

22 ・Immediately after start up of the machine, take a careful look at

the cloth fell to check:

1．that the fabric surface has no thick places, thin places or wavy

set marks (“A” shown at left) and

2．that there is no broken pick (by misoperation) (“A”) or

wrongly threaded warps (“B”).

23 ・Periodically remove and clean silencer 1 of the solenoid

valve of the LH electromagnetic cutter. If the silencer

becomes clogged with dust, fly or fleece, the cutter may

malfunction. Blowing air is effective for cleaning.

M.1.10 Key Points for Routine Operation and Maintenance
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To be

observed

by

Checking points

24 ・Check the optical fiber cables used for communications. When

handling those cables, do not pull or bend them forcibly. The

minimum radius is 20 to 25 mm.

25 ・When handling printed circuit boards for checking them, do not

touch those boards with oily hands or cloths. Oil components may

damage printed circuit boards.

M.1.10 Key Points for Routine Operation and Maintenance
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